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Abstract Godson2H is a complex SoC (System-on-Chip) of Godson series, which is a 117mm2, 152 million transistors
chip fabricated in 65 nm CMOS LP/GP process technology. It integrates a 1 GHz processor core and abundant high or
low speed peripheral IO interfaces. To overcome on-chip-variation problems in deep submicron designs, many methods
are adopted in clock tree, and PVT detectors are integrated for debug. To meet the low power constraints in different
applications, most of state-of-the-art low power methods are used carefully, such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling,
power gating and aggressive multi-voltage design.
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1 Introduction

As VLSI technology continues to scale, on-chip-
variation (OCV) and power density have become key
problems in physical design phase. OCV is changing the
design problem from deterministic to probabilistic[1-2],
which takes negative effect in both performance and
yield. Power dissipation of a chip, limited by packag-
ing, cooling and other infrastructures, should be con-
trolled carefully. Support of advanced power mana-
gement technology in chip implementation phase is a
mandatory issue of physical design. Both of these two
problems lead to the boost of design complexity so that
an efficient design flow to enable fast design closure is
required.

In this paper, a complex SoC (System-on-Chip) de-
sign named Godson2H is introduced, which shows some
novel ideas to deal with these challenges mentioned
above. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the architecture of Godson2H, Sec-
tion 3 lists methods for OCV tolerance in high perfor-
mance circuits, Section 4 illustrates low power methods
used in Godson2H, Section 5 presents an improved hier-
archical design method, and Section 6 gives conclusions
of our work.

2 Architecture of Godson2H

Godson2H is a SoC chip specified for multiple ap-
plication scenarios. It can be used either as a mi-
croprocessor or as a southbridge chip for Godson3 se-
ries microprocessors[3-4]. It is implemented in 65 nm
LP/GP mixed CMOS process with 7 layers of Cu meta-
llization, and it contains 152 million transistors with an
area of 117 mm2.

As a processor, it is integrated with a 1 GHz high
performance processor core (an MIPS64-compatible 4-
issue superscalar RISC processor core with 512KB L2
cache[5], named GS464), some high-speed IO interfaces
(like HyperTransport 2.0, DDRII/III PHY, and PCIE
2.0 PHY) and other computer function units (like 3D-
supported GPU, media decoding module supporting
1080 p video decoding for H.264, VC-1 and MPEG2 for-
mat, and other low-speed peripheral interfaces). With-
out any other on-board cooperating chips, it can be
used as a complete computer system.

As a southbridge chip for Godson3 series micropro-
cessors, it is connected to them by HyperTransport in-
terface, and it is integrated with many low speed pe-
ripheral interfaces such as SATA, USB, GMAC, HDA,
LPC, SPI, I2C and NAND.
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The architecture of Godson2H is shown in Fig.1. It
has 2-level crossbars: level 1 (named X1) is a 2X2 cross-
bar and connects GS464 core, SCACHE, DMA mod-
ule and HT controller; level 2 crossbar (named XBAR)
connects other high-speed IOs (PCIE and DDR), GPU
module and Media decoding module (named XPU).
Other low-speed IOs in south bridge module are con-
nected to XBAR by an AXI mux module.

Fig.1. Architecture of Godson2H.

3 OCV Tolerant Design

Scaling of CMOS technology leads to the increasing
of intra-die variation. According to [6], the magnitude
of intra-die channel length variations grows from 35%
of the total variation for a 0.13µm technology to about
60% in a 0.07µm technology. Variability must be care-
fully dealt with in the design phase as it has played an
important role in ASIC timing[7] and yield[8]. The most
critical signal, clock signal in Godson2H, is designed in
an OCV tolerant method, including clock generation
and clock distribution. Furthermore, to verify these
different OCV effects, three kinds of detectors are inte-
grated for post-silicon test and debug.

3.1 Clock Generation

A high performance PLL (phase-locked loop) with
low power feature is integrated in Godson2H. The fre-
quency range is from 600MHz to 3.2GHz. The CC-
RMS jitter is 3.0 ps at 1.44 GHz. Peak power consump-
tion of this PLL is only about 2.891 mW (2.124 mW
and 0.767 mW in the analog part and digital part re-
spectively). The architecture of PLL is shown in Fig.2.

A digital calibrator is used before the analog loop
during PLL start-up to remove the impact of process
variation on the oscillator, and then analog loop starts
to work and PLL gets locked quickly. Greatly reduced
VCO gain brings excellent jitter performance, also 5-

Fig.2. Architecture of PLL in Godson2H.

stage ring VCO and AC-coupled duty cycle output
stage could keep accurate duty cycle and suppress ran-
dom noise. Loop-in and loop-out series number dividers
make output frequency freely adjustable.

3.2 Clock Distribution

In the clock tree design of CPU core in Godson2H,
many OCV tolerant design methods are used, such as
register clustering, clock skew scheduling, fine-grained
clock gating, useful clock skew and H-tree distribu-
tion. Similar registers are identified by both logical
and physical information, and they are grouped into
the same register clusters. Registers from the criti-
cal paths’ startpoints and endpoints are grouped to-
gether manually for a small clock skew under varia-
tions. Register clusters are treated not only as basic
units for clock skew scheduling, but also as relative
groups during placement and routing to form a regular
local H-tree structure. Clock skew scheduling is per-
formed iteratively during placement and even synthesis
to improve performance. Clock distribution is divided
into two stages: in register block level, registers are
placed regularly and clock gating cells are implemented
for them (about 83% flip flops are clock gated in GS464
core), then clock delay cells are inserted according to
their target skew values in top level, global clock laten-
cies of different blocks are balanced by an H-tree clock
structure. The clock distribution scheme achieves no
more than 20 ps clock skew in CPU core, and a regular
H-tree structure, both in global and local, makes the
entire clock tree more OCV-tolerant.

3.3 OCV Detector

To help post-silicon test and debug, better observa-
tion of OCV is needed. Three monitors have been in-
tegrated into Godson2H, including the thermal sensor,
voltage measure circuit and process monitor.

The process monitor can check whether the chip
remains within pre-defined process limits at chip test
phase and it is helpful for debug and failure analysis
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at application level. It can monitor performance of dif-
ferent voltage threshold transistors, memory cells and
thick oxide transistors. For each monitored object, it
has a dedicated sensor including two oscillators: one
for speed test and the other for leakage test. When it
is running, the whole chip is not working and both the
voltage and temperature are close to ideal values used
in simulation.

A thermal sensor integrated in the chip can pro-
vide digital measurement of junction temperature col-
lected by the bipolar transistors. According to the
runtime temperature measured by thermal sensor, the
computer system can adjust work load or fan speed.
The temperature measurement range is from 20◦C to
125◦C and the sensitivity is 1◦C. To remove process
effects, digital calibration is supported.

Supply voltage is one of the most important factors
for both timing and power. To detect voltage variation,
a voltage measure circuit is integrated in Godson2H as
shown in Fig.3. The idea comes from that the delay of
each cell is proportional to its voltage magnitude. The
core of the circuit is a ring oscillator. The period of
this oscillator is counted with digital logic and encoded
into some flip-flops. Values of these flip-flops could be
read out by software and converted to voltage values
as SPICE simulation shows (process and temperature
could be set as tested). It has a delay variation ranging
from 5ns to 500 ns and results in 5mV voltage resolu-
tion.

4 Low Power Design

To be suitable for various application scenarios,
function units should be able to provide best perfor-
mance when required, and consume least power when
idle. To meet strict low power requirements, nearly
all of state-of-the-art low power design methods[9] are
adopted in Godson2H. The whole chip is implemented

mainly by static CMOS circuits, and even mixed pro-
cess for different modules: high-speed modules use
general purpose (GP) process cells for performance, and
low-speed modules use low power (LP) process cells for
leakage power control. Even in one module using the
same process, different voltage threshold cells are cho-
sen in different paths. For example, about 34% of total
gates use GP process, of which about 66% use high
voltage threshold cells. For most function units the
clock signal can be gated globally by software, and the
fine-grain clock gating of flip-flop banks in modules is
also adopted. These two methods save lots of power
consumption on clock network.

Besides, some aggressive low power techniques are
used, like dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS), power gating and aggressive multi-voltage de-
sign. Hereby we will focus on those three kinds of low
power techniques implemented in Godson2H.

4.1 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scale

From dynamic power equation

P ∼ α× F × V 2, (1)

we know that dynamic power could be saved by lower-
ing down the frequency F or power supply voltage V .
For most industrial processors, DVFS is used to re-
duce dynamic power when the system needs no highest
performance[10]. Godson3 series microprocessors use a
smart way to realize frequency scaling by selective clock
pulse gating, but the power supply magnitude could not
be scaled down[11]. A completely different DVFS way is
used in Godson2H. A customized PLL, which supports
6-bit successive clock division ranged from 1/2 to 1/64,
is used for the first time. In this way the real high-
est work frequency could be reduced and then power
supply magnitude could be scaled, and thus dynamic
power dissipation could be reduced more significantly.

Fig.3. Voltage measure circuit.
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When the chip works as a southbridge chip or when
the computer system is in idle state, the GS464 pro-
cessor core and SCACHE module do not need high-
est performance, and then frequency and power supply
magnitude could be scaled down. Another case is that
when smaller workload is asserted by power manage-
ment unit (PMU), control signals would be sent to PLL
and on-board voltage regulator to trigger DVFS.

Though the magnitude of power supply could be low-
ered down for more power savings, devices could work
only at a voltage range from 0.9 V to 1.3 V. The range
for voltage scaling must be placed in this region, but
it is beneficial that no level shifter is needed for signals
from one voltage area to another voltage area.

A key issue in DVFS is the choice of work points.
Though frequency and power supply voltage could be
scaled successively, enormous work is needed for sig-
noff timing analysis for lots of combination of frequency
and power supply. Without loss of generality, 50mV
and 100 MHz are chosen as the scaling step for voltage
and frequency respectively. Additionally, the timing of
boundary paths crossing signal interface between DVFS
and normal domain should be checked carefully to re-
tain some timing margins.

The results of power dissipation under typical work
conditions are plotted in Fig.4. Dynamic power could
be reduced by 80% from about 2.9W@(1.1 GHz, 1.15V)
to 0.6W@(400MHz, 0.90V), and leakage power benefits
a little less in this way.

Fig.4. Power consumption of DVFS part.

4.2 Power Gating

Leakage power has become a major component of the
total power consumption in CMOS design nowadays[12].
To work at a higher frequency some function units
are implemented with numerous low-threshold devices.
However, it leads to rapid growth of leakage power,
which is especially inefficient under some idle circum-
stances. One way to overcome this is to gate their power
supply when idle[13].

In Godson2H, media decoder is designed for 1080p
high-definition video decoding, and the target fre-
quency of this unit is 400 MHz at least. It is used
only in some circumstances, so power gating technique
is applied to it to save leakage power during idle.

A ring-based header switch power gating style
is adopted in Godson2H. The gating area is about
2.9 × 3.9mm2 with about 1 million general purpose
low threshold standard cells in it. When running
at 400MHz@1.10V, its power consumption is about
1.60W with leakage power 0.42W in typical corner.
There are about 17 K header switch cells with one
switch control cell. The switch control cell follows com-
mands generated by PMU and has 2-bit control signals
to manage current consumption during switch-on tran-
sient phase. The switch cells and switch control cell
are designed using low power process with the highest
threshold voltage, which makes them to consume less
extra leakage power. To keep the correctness of logic
outside the power gating area, when this block is gated,
isolation cells are needed.

When media decoder does not need to work, PMU
would send a shut-down signal to the switch control
cell, and then the control cell would send signal to all
the switch cells to shut down the power supply. When
the media decoder needs to work, PMU would send
an “open” signal to the switch control cell, and then
all the switch cells should be opened for power supply
sustainment. After all the switch cells are open, the
switch control cell would send a “power ok” signal to
PMU, then the system can load work into this unit.

The most important stage for power gating mech-
anism is the switch-on phase. In-rush current should
be carefully analyzed to make sure that the block can
be powered on and the circuit would not be destroyed,
as shown in Fig.5. It is observed that the peak cur-
rent is about 30 mA and 1.1 ms is needed to switch on
the whole unit. When the whole power gating frame is

Fig.5. In-rush current analysis for power gating. The first line

means the in-rush current from power network to power gating

area; the second line means the switch signal sending to switch

cells by switch control cells; the third line is the asserted signal

sended by switch control cell to show that the output voltage of

switch cells is high.
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working at maximum workload, IR drop for this module
is only about 35.75 mV.

4.3 Aggressive Multi-Voltage Design

In modern SoC design, different blocks may have dif-
ferent performance objectives and timing constraints.
High performance units need to run as fast as possible,
which means a relative high supply voltage is required.
For low speed units, a lower supply rail would be suffi-
cient, which means less dynamic and static power. Par-
titioning and combination with many different voltage
domains are called multi-voltage design.

Godson2H uses a more aggressive multi-voltage de-
sign method. Within this chip, there are four inde-
pendent power supply regions shown in Fig.6. The four
independent power regions are called SoC domain, node
domain (DVFS area), resume domain and RTC domain
respectively. Most units work in SoC domain, normally
running at 1.1 V voltage supply; in the center of the SoC
domain, it is the node power domain, in which power
supply could be scaled from 0.9V to 1.1 V or higher. In
SoC domain there is a power gating region mentioned
before. SoC domain interfaces with resume and RTC
domains. RTC domain is an always-on area working at
1.8V and is powered by on-board battery. When the
system is in stand-by mode, to save more power the
whole SoC power domain could be shut-down and only
the power supply of the resume domain retains. In the
resume domain there are PMU, GMAC and USB mod-
ules which are used to wake up the system by Ethernet
devices or USB devices. The PMU module is in charge
of sending control signals to PLL, power gating switch
control cells and isolation control signals.

Fig.6. Logic power domains of Godson2H.

The key issue for multi-voltage design is multi-
voltage rule check both in the design phase and LVS
check phase. Though EDA tools support multi-voltage
rule checks based on uniform power format (UPF) files,
most checks need to be done manually for both function
and implementation correctness.

Power dissipation in different power modes for God-
son2H is shown in Fig.7. There are six operating modes:
full speed, DVFS of CPU clock domain, power gating of
media, the mix of DVFS and power gating, the resume
mode (only USB and GMAC modules are running and
all the other units are powered off), and the RTC mode
(only RTC domain is running, and all the other units
are powered off). Different modes are selected accord-
ing to different applications. From Fig.7 it could be seen
that the total power consumption is about 6.7W with
1.1V power supply magnitude in full speed mode and
the lowest power consumption is no more than 12 mW
in RTC mode. In the resume mode the total power
dissipation is about 103 mW which promises ultra-low
stand-by power.

Fig.7. Power dissipation at different modes. TDP means that the

whole system is running at full speed. RSM is an abbreviation

for the resume mode.

5 Enhanced Hierarchical Design Flow

The transistor count of today’s largest IC designs is
over 2 billion, and to overcome the design complexity
and deep submicron effects, hierarchical physical design
methods are adopted[14-15]. Such design flow was used
in previous Godson series chip design phase[5,16], but in
Godson2H OCV tolerant techniques and low power con-
straints lead to more design challenges. A hierarchical
design structure like [16] is chosen, but great enhance-
ments are made in different phases.

5.1 Physical RTL Design

Logical RTL is organized mainly by function def-
initions of different blocks, but with less considera-
tion on physical design information such as floorplan,
feedthroughs, and power domains. To be fit for physi-
cal implementation, a suite of physical RTL is designed
first, which includes clock distribution schemes, chip
packaging requirements, low power structures and DFT
issues[16]. For example, combination logic in critical
timing paths is constructed manually for the perfor-
mance and regularity to tolerate OCV. Netlists of some
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clock generation blocks are written and verified first,
and then integrated in physical RTL.

Another part of physical RTL in Godson2H is the
integration of low power techniques. Nowadays most
multi-voltage design tools can only handle those RTLs
which have exactly the same structure with power do-
main, so the hierarchy of physical RTL must be suitable
for the convenience of power domain design rules check.

To balance the high performance and low power re-
quirements, LP and GP mixed design styles are used in
the core area, but these two kinds of processes have
different variation characteristics. So it is better to
keep clean timing boundaries between modules using
different processes. Intentionally, all modules using LP
and GP processes communicate through asynchronous
FIFO (first-in-first-out), but we still need to divide
pointer and data flip-flops in FIFO according to their
fan-in logic.

5.2 Floorplan and Partition

In this phase designers need to arrange the locations
of sub-modules under their logical and physical rela-
tionships. Both timing and power constraints must be
taken into consideration. Criteria for hierarchical tim-
ing closure include clear logical connection between dif-
ferent blocks to keep critical paths inside.

For Godson2H one of the most important things is
that cells in the same power domain must be placed
together to ease the power network design. If modules
belonging to a common power domain are not adja-
cent, feedthroughs between these two modules must be
placed in the same voltage area or through an always-
on area. To keep good quality of clock signals, clock
feedthroughs should be placed outside the DVFS area
especially for high frequency clocks.

After this design phase, module design information
are partitioned to sub-modules including shape, area,
row, track and power network.

5.3 Module and TOP Design

To be fit for different design styles, each sub-module
has its own customized cell-based automatic placement
and routing flow. For some timing critical parts of the
chip, full-custom design methods are chosen like Reg-
files in CPU core; for some regular logic like feedthrough
or differential signals, cell-based semi-custom design
method is adopted, which means standard cells are
placed and routed by in-house tools; for other less com-
plex and timing noncritical modules, automatic synthe-
sis, place and route method is enough for performance.
Each module has an RTL-to-GDS flow and must be
clean in both inner timing paths and DRC&LVS check
before committed to TOP design.

In the TOP design flow all modules are combined
together for full-chip analysis. To reduce the runtime
for the whole chip’s timing analysis, a hierarchical sig-
noff flow is used. First wire parasitics are extracted in
parallel for each submodule, and then fed into a flat-
ten timing analysis flow. After a careful partition and
few iterations of characterization for submodules’ tim-
ing boundary, there are only a few critical paths ex-
isting between modules in the TOP design. Another
key point to be taken care of is the multi-voltage de-
sign rules check in the TOP design, because in some
submodules’ design phase there is lack of the TOP de-
sign’s voltage area information. A flat netlists multi-
voltage check is done at the TOP design by tools and
customized scripts. At last, the TOP design must pass
the DRC&LVS check, which is less bothersome when
all submodules are DRC&LVS clean and only their in-
terfaces should be fixed.

6 Conclusions

Godson2H is a complex SoC of Godson series. To
deal with on-chip-variation in deep submicron design,
different OCV tolerant design styles and circuits were
used in some critical parts of this chip like PLL, clock
tree and PVT detectors. To keep the power flexibility
for various applications, combination of most of low
power methods was introduced, leading to that God-
son2H could work with the highest power dissipation of
6.7W for maximum performance and lowest power of
11mW during idle. Both of these requirements bring
design complexity, so an enhanced hierarchical design
flow was chosen to achieve design closure within two
months. Fig.8 shows Godson2H’s die photo.

Now Godson2H has been packaged. All function
units run well and the low power management meth-
ods are being tested. Fig.9 shows the chip’s picture.

Fig.8. Die photo of Godson2H.
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